
Want Your Presentation To Impress Your Decision Makers? 

                                                    
 

Decision makers fully expect persuasive presenters to answer FOUR questions during 

the presenters’ opening remarks. As a reminder, a persuasive presentation is one in 

which you ask for their endorsement of your recommendation or proposal. As 

executives are pressured for time, they want you to get to the point. Therefore, it pays 

you to deliver on their expectations. 

 

Answer the following four questions in your opening statements: 

1. What do you want from us today? 

2. How does your recommendation fit into the overall strategic objective of our 

organization?  

3. What is the business case that we will be witnessing during the presentation? 

4. What evidence do you have that will convince us that your recommendation will be 

successful when we endorse it? 

 

Write down the answers and practice your opening remarks. Benefit to you: you come 

across as a project leader who is clear and in charge of your presentation. 

To showcase your credibility and command of your presentation, use the "Boil It Down 

3-30!" technique as a rule of thumb. Specifically, boil down your opening remarks to its 

purest core messages. Express them in 3 sentences using a cap of 30 words in total. 

REMEMBER that 3-30 is an average. You can be under or over but not by much. 

In the body of your talk, you subsequently explain, elaborate and substantiate. 

 

For example: 

"The business will double in two years with an investment of $150,000,000. We are 

asking for your endorsement. The business case is incredibly solid and the evidence will 

confirm that we will be the only ones in this category thereby enjoying success." 

 

Once again, write down the answers to their four questions and practice your opening 

remarks. Key attributes for you: relevance and conclusiveness. Impact: you 

demonstrate your leadership abilities. 
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